
Metropolitan Ed•son Comp.11ny 
Post Otf•c! BoK 480 
M1ddle1own, Pennsylvania 17057 

Wttt~r·s Corte: O.al Numocr 

February 27 • 1981 
LL2-8l-0025 

TMI Program Office 
Attn: Hr. Lake Barrett, Deputy Director 
U. S. Suclear Regulatory Commission 
c/o Three Mile Island Nuclear Station 
Hiddleto~~. Pennsylvania 17057 

Dear Sir: 

Three Mile Island ~uclear Station, Unit 
Operating License No. DPR-73 

Docket !;o. 50-320 
Cork Seal Contamination Report 

" "' ' 
~~· 

2 (TIH-2) 

As referenced in our transmittal to you dated January 19, 1981, 
independent off-site analyses have been perfo~ed in conjunction ~ith 
on-si t e analysds to identify the source o f the contamination found in 
the cork ~aterial used as expansion joints bet~~en the Reactor Buildin~ 
.1nd adjacent buildin~s. This letter trans::~ its the results of the off
site analyses (see attached table from Science Applications •. Inc.) 

Evaluation of the data from the on-site and off-site analyses indicates · 
that the Reactor Building is not the source of cork seal contamination. 
Further, the evaluation indicates that the seal injection valve cubicle 
is the most probable source. The evidence ~hich supports these con
culusions is : 

1. Isotooic Ratios in Sa~oles of the Cork Seal, the Pri~arv Svste~ 
t;ater. and the Reactor Buildin~ Su."":lo \\ater 

The following table shows the ratio of Cesi~-137 to Ceri~l44 
and the ratio of Cesi~"":l-137 to Strontiu~-90 ~easured in sa~ples 
of the cork seal, the prir.ary syste~ ~ater. and the reactor build
inR sump water. 

Sa:::ole 

(.) rk Sei!l 

?r!.::~ary Systec Water 

Reactor Building Su::tp 

&1 0806 0 '\\8 

f' 

~ater 

Cesiu:::-137/ Cesiu:!-137 I 
Stontiu:::-90 Ceri~':l-144 

H 126 

0.93 115 

63 90,000 

'/ 

·v .. 
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Since the cork seal ratios approximate the primary system water ratios, 
particularly for the Cesium-137 and Ceriuc-144 ratio data where the 
cork seal and pricary systec water ratios are virtually the same (126 
vs. 115) and a factor of 900 less than the reactor building sump water 
ratio, we would expect the source of cork seal contaoination to be 
!rom primary system water. 

2. Low SolubilitY Isotopic Concentration Crad\ent in the Cork Seal 

The following table shows gamma analysis data for boring samples taken 
!rom the cork seal between the Control & Service Building and the Air 
Intake Tunnel (location EW-3 on the attached drawing). These are the 
only boring samples where the low solubility Ce-144 was measured. The 
ceriuc was either masked by the cesiuc or not measured in the other 
boring sacples. 

Sacple Cork Cs-137 Ce-144 
Date ~ur.1ber Sacole Loc:J.tion (Total Curies) (Total Curies) 

11/27/80 52982 Top of seal 2.9 E-2 2.3 E-4 

12/08/80 53441 Top to 6 inches 7.7 E-2 3.5 E-3 

12/08/80 53440 6 to 12 inches ., -
~ • I ::-2 1.!. ::-3 

12/08/80 53439 12 to 18 inches 1.1 E-2 5.3 E-t. 

12/08/80 53438 18 to 24 inches 1.4 £-2 5.4 E-4 

12/0S/80 53437 24 to 30 inches 4.7 E-3 Below 
Detectable 
Li%:1it 

Sacple 52982 was one of the initial samples taken. The recaining sacples 
were taken from increasing depths into the cork seal and contained approx
icately the same volume. Therefore, the concentration of the low solubility 
Ceriuc-144 decreases with increasing depth into the cork seal which shows 
that the source of contamination was froc the top. 

In addition, contact readings on the cork seals show that radiation levels 
decrease with increasing distance from the seal injection cubicle, e.;., 
approxicately 700 cR/hr outside the cubicle to approxi=ately 25 mR/hr at 
the doorway from the Control & Service Building to the Air Intake Tunnel. 
General area radiation levels also decrease with increasing distance !roc 
the cubicle, e . g., 3-10 R/hr in the cubicle, 5 m.~/hr outside the cubicle, 
and 0. 2 ::.R/hr at the doorway between the Cont.rol & Service Building and 
the Air Intake Tunnel. 

The foregoing indicates that the seal injection cubicle is the cost 
probable source of the cork seal conta=ination. 
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3. Identification of Primarv Coolant Leakage in the Seal Injection Cubicle 

During the decontamination of the 281' elevation of the Auxtliary Building 
in the fall of 1979, it became appare~t that a leak existed in the seal 
injection cubicle. This leak vas later identified as a pricary coolant 
leaking through faulty valves in the seal injection system. During the 
fall of 1980, while performing a make-up system flush, leakage from the 
seal injection system collected on the floor due to a plug in the cubicle 
drain. Attempts to decontaminate the cubicle by water sprinkling also 
contributed to the transport of this water out of the cubicle. 

The cork seal contamination vas first discovered in the late fall of 1980. 
The above chronology of events and, in particular, the tieing of the seal 
injection cubicle decontaaination effort. are consistent with other 
evidence leading to the conclusion that RCS leakage into the seal injection 
cubicle is the most probable source of cork seal contamination. 

Conclusion 

The data and the sequence of events given above, indicates that the 
contacination found in the cork seals is not the result of contain=ent 
s~~p leakage. The ~ost probable cause is the transport of RCS leakage 
to the cork seals during the seal injection cubicle decont~ination 
-~ et.ort. 

GKH:JJB:djb 

Attachment 

Sincere!:: , 

//;;~(~ 
G. K. Hovey 
Vice-President and 

Director • TIU-2 

cc: Dr. 8. J. Snyder, Progr~ Director-~! Office 
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